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The Unique Challenges of AD/HD
by Marie S. Paxson

Hello to all. I’m delighted to be president of CHADD and equally excited
about writing my first column for Attention. I’ve been working at the community level
as a CHADD coordinator in Pennsylvania for many years, and I’ve spent a few years as
a member of CHADD’s board of directors, too. My family is chock full of AD/HD, and
that has definitely made life interesting.
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One of the main benefits of being connected with CHADD for so long is the wonderful
people I have met along the way. While none
of us would enjoy having an obvious disability,
having a hidden disability like AD/HD brings
its own unique challenges. Sometimes the
challenges are inconvenient, sometimes they
are humorous, sometimes life-altering, and
sometimes tragic.
So if you are dealing with all that AD/HD
adds and subtracts in your life, you have quite
the team behind you. CHADD consists of
dedicated community volunteers, a committed
board of directors, talented and hardworking
staff, as well as national and local professionals
who truly understand AD/HD.
I was so pleased to read the article in this
issue about denial. It is refreshing to read a
point of view about denial that doesn’t contain
a condescending attitude.
I remember when my children were in
high school, I attended a meeting at our local high school about the school district’s new
discipline policy. Now while some attend these
types of meetings to stay informed, let’s just say
I had a vested interest in how negative behaviors would be managed.
The principal and the school district staff
gave an overview of the discipline policy and
highlighted the changes from previous years.
During the question and answer period, the

principal made a remark about how the parents who needed this information most were
absent from the meeting. This was said with a
tone indicating that those not present were in
denial. His remarks conjured up images of parents who were on the golf course, sitting in a
salon, or drinking martinis while their children
created so much trouble at school.
I started fuming because I had met so
many parents of these “troublemakers,” and
I knew just where some of them were that
night. They were driving their children to
therapy sessions, tutors, and outpatient drug
and alcohol treatment programs. Parents were
attending educational seminars and support
groups pertaining to their child’s condition.
They were out getting second and third opinions to fine-tune treatment plans. And some,
undoubtedly, were filling out applications to
change to a different school….
So check out the article in this issue for a
view of denial that doesn’t include the opinion
that we are intentionally overlooking possible
solutions to AD/HD-related stress and chaos.
I hope you enjoy this issue of Attention
and find the articles on strategies for academic success helpful and informative. It is
my pleasure to serve as CHADD’s president
for the next two years, and I look forward to
the opportunity to meet you and hear about
A
YOUR experiences. ●

